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Abstract Magnetic reconnection in a quasi‐parallel bow shock is investigated with two‐dimensional
local particle‐in‐cell simulations. In the shock transition and downstream regions, large amplitude
magnetic fluctuations exist, and abundant current sheets form. In some current sheets, reconnection
occurs, and ion‐scale and electron‐scale magnetic islands are generated. In electron‐scale island regions,
only electron outflow jets are observed, producing a quadrupolar out‐of‐plane magnetic field pattern,
while in ion‐scale islands, both ions and electrons are involved and energized in reconnection.
Normalized reconnection rates are obtained to be between around 0.1 to 0.2, and particle acceleration
signatures are seen in distribution functions.

Plain Language Summary In the Earth's bow shock, instabilities generate winding magnetic
field lines and turbulence in the shock transition region, location where magnetic field, density, and
temperature rapidly increase and the bulk flow speed rapidly decreases into the downstream. Many current
sheets exist in these regions, provoking magnetic reconnection to occur, which has been observed by
space observations. We investigate a quasi‐parallel shock (i.e., where the shock normal angle is less than 45°)
by means of two‐dimensional, fully kinetic (both electrons and ions are particles) simulation. Plasma
parameters are defined as relevant to the Earth's bow shock. In a simulation where the shock angle is 25°,
many ion‐scale and electron‐scale magnetic islands are generated due to magnetic reconnection. In
electron‐scale small island regions, only electron jets are generated in reconnection, and no ion jets exist.
A quadrupolar magnetic field pattern forms due to the electron jets, and fast reconnection rates are
observed. In ion‐scale magnetic island regions, both ions and electrons are involved in fast reconnection.
Accelerated particles due to magnetic reconnection are found in particle distribution functions, and
reconnection in shock may be a viable injection mechanism for energetic particle generation through
shock acceleration.

1. Introduction

In the Earth's quasi‐parallel bow shock, where the shock angle is less than 45°, plasma becomes turbulent
owing to instabilities excited between incident and reflected particles (Wu, 1982; Scholer, 1993; Scholer
et al., 1997; Burgess et al., 2012, Burgess & Scholer, 2013, Wilson, 2016). In such turbulence, multiple current
sheets can exist in both the shock transition region (foreshock and ramp) and the downstream region.

Recent space observations by Cluster and Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) revealed magnetic reconnec-
tion in those current sheets. Based on Cluster data, Retinò et al. (2007) observed many current sheets in
the magnetosheath (shock downstream region) and reported reconnection. Yordanova et al. (2016) and
Vörös et al. (2017) demonstrated signatures of ion and electron diffusion regions in magnetosheath current
sheets observed by MMS. Based on MMS data, Phan et al. (2018) showed electron‐scale current sheets
exhibiting reconnection in the magnetosheath, where only electron but no ion jets were detected, indicating
that ions cannot respond to the small‐scale structures, and only electrons are involved in reconnection.

The shock transition region is also a region with high turbulence, where recent MMS observations revealed
many current sheets and reconnection regions. Wang et al. (2019) investigated a shock transition with
quasi‐perpendicular upstream conditions and found reconnecting current sheets. The electromagnetic
signatures of Hall fields were observed in the current sheets. In one event, an ion‐scale sheet showed only
electron jets, while in another current sheet whose thickness is several ion skin depths, both electron and
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ion jets were observed. Gingell et al. (2019) studied two quasi‐parallel shocks and showed reconnecting
current sheets with only electron outflow jets in the transition region.

Despite the importance of investigating reconnection in shock turbulence, there have been only a few
numerical studies by kinetic simulations. Karimabadi et al. (2014) demonstrated by both hybrid simulations
and fully kinetic simulations that reconnection occurs in turbulence in the Earth's magnetosheath.
Matsumoto et al. (2015) and Bohdan et al. (2017) studied high Alfvén Mach number (MA~30 to 40) perpen-
dicular shocks, and reconnection occurs in the transition region due to Weibel instability. Gingell et al.
(2017) demonstrated by hybrid simulations that in the Earth's quasi‐parallel bow shock, reconnection occurs
in both the transition and downstream regions.

In this letter, we study a quasi‐parallel shock by means of two‐dimensional (2‐D) particle‐in‐cell (PIC)
simulation, using parameters relevant to the Earth's bow shock. We investigate detailed electron and ion
kinetic physics in reconnection in shock turbulence, quantifying the reconnection electric field, guide
magnetic field, electron and ion flow velocities, and so forth. Our results will be useful for guiding analysis
of MMS measurements to investigate reconnection in the Earth's bow shock.

2. 2‐D PIC Simulation of Quasi‐Parallel Shock and Magnetic Reconnection
2.1. Simulation Setup and Overview of the Shock

The system size is Lx × Ly = 375di × 51.2di (di: ion skin depth = 40 simulation grids), the x boundaries are
conducting walls, and the y boundaries are periodic. Initially, particles are placed uniformly (with density
n0 = 100 superparticles/cell) in uniform fields: magnetic field B = [B0 cos θ,B0 sin θ, 0] (θ: shock angle)
and electric field E = [0,0,Ez0]. A uniform drift speed Vd = [−Vd,0,0] is given to all particles, and
Ez0 = VdB0 sin θ/c. At the left boundary (x = 0), particles are forced to be reflected specularly, and a shock
wave forms near the boundary, propagating rightward. In the right boundary, new particles are injected
[Ohtani & Horiuchi, 2009], and we place a wave damping region in 215di ≤ x ≤ 375di to reduce artificial
waves due to particle injection (Umeda et al., 2001). The mass ratio mi/me = 200, beta values βi = βe = 1,
and the ratio of the plasma frequency to the electron cyclotron frequency ωpe/Ωe = 4. The electron thermal
speed vTe= 14.1vA, where vA is the Alfvén speed in the upstream region. The shock normal angle θ= 25°. We
note that there are some limitations in this simulation study: The shock is planar (no curved initial magnetic
field), representing only a local region in the Earth's bow shock. Also, the foreshock region is limited within
around 200di, and the temporal evolution is less than a few tens of the inverse ion cyclotron frequency, both
of which are much smaller than those in an actual fully developed quasi‐parallel shock.

Figure 1a shows themagnetic field By at y= 25.6di. The particle drift speed isVd= 9vA in the negative x direc-
tion, and the shock speed in the simulation frame is 2.4vA in positive x; therefore, the AlfvénMach number is
11.4, and the shock speed in the shock rest frame 11.4vA is smaller than vTe = 14.1vA, relevant to the Earth's
bow shock's condition. In the foreshock, large fluctuations are seen due to instability between the incident
and reflected particles [for examples of waves, see Wilson, 2016]. In the ramp, By increases rapidly, whose
peak is time dependent. At Ωit = 15.63, an extended foreshock forms (in 30di < x < 60di), and a peak of
By in the foreshock increases between Ωit = 15.63 and 18.75. The foreshock peak eventually becomes com-
parable to the main peak of the shock, and the new shock front (x~50di) replaces the old front (x~30di; shock
reformation; Biskamp & Welter, 1972; Lembege & Dawson, 1987; Burgess & Scholer, 2013).

Figures 1b–1d show time evolution of magnetic field lines projected on x‐y. In Figure 1b, the shock plane
is x~20di, and there are multiple magnetic islands in the foreshock. During the shock reformation
(Figures 1c to 1d), between Ωit = 15.63 and 18.75, many islands in the foreshock (x~30di) at
Ωit = 15.63 remain there throughout the interval even after the new shock front is formed, and the pre-
vious foreshock region became the shock downstream region at Ωit = 18.75. After the shock reformation,
at Ωit = 18.75, islands are newly formed in the new shock front (x~50di). Ion‐scale islands (di scale) and
electron‐scale islands (electron skin depth, de scale) coexist in the transition and downstream regions.

Figures 1e–1j display field quantities atΩit = 18.75: electric field Ex (Figure 1e), out‐of‐plane current density
Jz (Figure 1f), out‐of‐plane magnetic field Bz (Figure 1g), electron density ne (Figure 1h), and electron fluid
velocities Vex (Figure 1i) and Vey (Figure 1j). Color represents each field quantity, and black curves are
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Figure 1. (a) Magnetic field By profiles at y= 25.6di. (b–d) Magnetic field lines in x‐y. (e–j) Field quantities atΩit= 18.75. (e) Electric field Ex. (f) Current density Jz.
(g) Magnetic field Bz. (h) Electron density ne. (i, j) Electron fluid velocities Vex and Vey. Black curves denote magnetic field lines. X letters denote X‐line positions.
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magnetic field lines. The magenta Xs represent reconnection X‐line positions. The electric field Ex is basi-
cally positive in the transition and downstream regions, and this Ex reflects ions to positive x, while electrons
are pulled into the shock.

The current density Jz shows many positive (red) and negative (blue) current sheets in the transition and
downstream regions. In the foreshock, there are winding magnetic field lines, and some have antiparallel
components in the x‐y plane, where reconnection can proceed. The magnetic field Bz in the
transition region (45di < x < 50di) becomes negative, because of the decoupling of ion and electron motions
(ions are unmagnetized, while electrons are mostly magnetized). The electron motion due to Ex × By
pointing toward positive z drags field lines into the positive z direction, resulting in negative Bz. Its magni-
tude ∣Bz∣ is 4–8B0, and reconnection in the transition region becomes guide field reconnection (11 out of
18 X lines in the transition region show negative guide fields ∣Bz ∣ > 2B0). The guide field strength is the same
order as reconnecting magnetic fields.

The electron density (Figure 1h) shows enhancement (more than 5n0) in the transition and downstream
regions, and the electron fluid velocities (Figures 1i and 1j) show that the transition region with X lines
has Vex < 0 and Vey > 0. The positive Vey is because the magnetic field becomes almost parallel to x in the
upstream transition region, and the Ez × Bx drift points in positive x, even though the far upstream region,
x > 80di (not shown), still has the field line angle 25° and Vey~0.

2.2. Detailed Reconnection Structures in the Shock Transition Region

Figure 2 shows magnification of a region 47di ≤ x ≤ 49.5di and 26.5di ≤ y ≤ 29di, containing two X lines.
Color represents each field quantity, purple curves are magnetic field lines, and white arrows show the
electron fluid vector [Vex,Vey] for Figures 2a–2e and the ion fluid vector [Vix,Viy] for Figures 2g–2h.

Let us focus on the right X line at (x,y) = (48.18di, 27.05di) in Figure 2. Around this X line, there is an almost
horizontal positive (red) current sheet (see Figure 2a for Jz), across which Bx changes its sign. The upper
region of the current sheet (y > 27.05di, above the X line) shows Bx < 0, while the lower region
(y < 27.05di) shows Bx > 0. Above this current sheet, there is a magnetic island. Around the X line,
Figures 2d and 2e (Vex and Vey) show bipolar electron jets. Both Vex and Vey show a positive jet in the right
side of the X line, and those quantities become negative in the left side. The y thickness of these jets is of the
order of 0.1di, which is the electron scale (de = 0.07di). The vector plot (white arrows) shows an inflow from
the magnetic island above the current sheet (downward directing white arrows) and a sharp bent of the flow
in the upper right side of the X line.

Compared with electrons, ions do not exhibit discernable dynamics in this reconnection region, except for
constituting the background flow across the X line. Figures 2g and 2h show ion fluid velocities, and there
are no ion jets across the X line. The vector plot (white arrows) shows an almost uniform leftward flow across
the X line (with Vix < 0). Therefore, this reconnection region is dominantly controlled by the electron
physics, similar to the MMS observation by Phan et al. (2018) in the magnetosheath. The island radii in this
region are less than 1di, and the separation of each X line/O line is also less than or close to 1di. Our
simulation supports the interpretation by Phan et al. (2018), electron‐scale reconnection involves only
electron dynamics.

Figure 2b shows that around the X line that we are focusing on, the magnetic field Bz~ − 4B0, comparable to
the reconnecting Bx in the upper side of the current sheet and twice of the Bx in the lower side. The magnetic
field Bz around the X line shows a quadrupolar structure, consistent with laminar reconnection (Ricci et al.,
2004): The upper right and the lower left regions of the X line (with respect to the yellow line parallel to the
electron jets) have negative Bz − Bg, where Bg = − 4B0, and the upper left and the lower right regions show
positive Bz − Bg. These quadrupolar fields are generated due to the electron flow pattern in each quadrant.

Figure 2c shows the energy conversion rate J · E′ (where E′ = E+(Ve × B)/c). When reconnection occurs,
J · E′ is expected to be positive, indicating energy conversion from fields to particles. Around the X line
we are focusing on, J · E′ > 0.

Figures 2f and 2i show time evolution of field lines, and the X line we are focusing on shows active reconnec-
tion, as the island above the X line at Ωit = 19.0 contains less magnetic flux contours than Ωit = 18.75.
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Figures 3a and 3b show the electron density ne and the electric field Ez. In the reconnection region we are
focusing on (the right X line), ne is not symmetric across the current sheet, and the upper side (larger y)
has smaller density than the lower side (smaller y). The electric field Ez > 0 around the reconnection
region, and the reconnection electric field averaged around the X line is Ez = 0.065B0. Note that at
the X line, the in‐plane magnetic field becomes zero, and the reconnection electric field Ez is
frame independent.

To compute the normalized reconnection rate, let us investigate the asymmetry in the reconnection region
to obtain the theoretical outflow speed (Cassak & Shay, 2007). Figure 3c shows cuts of field quantities
across the current sheet, along the vertical black line passing through the X line in Figures 3a and 3b
(denoted by 1). The vertical dashed line in Figure 3c represents the X line position, y = yX = 27.05di. We
measure Bx (reconnecting component, B1 and B2 in the two upstream regions) and ne (n1 and n2), to
compute Vout = [B1B2(B1+B2)/(n1B2+n2B1)]

1/2(1/4πme)
1/2. Here we assume that reconnection is due to

only electron; thus, only the electron mass is used. The measured values are B1 = 3.23B0, B2 = 1.26B0,
n1 = 2.92n0, and n2 = 4.82n0. Using these quantities and mi/me = 200, we obtain the outflow speed as
Vout = 13.7vA (where vA is based on B0, n0, and mi).

Let us compare the above theoretical outflow with the simulation data. Since there is a background flow
across the X line, let us move to the reference frame where the X line is stationary to measure the outflow
speed. During the interval between Ωit = 18.75 and Ωit = 18.77, the X‐line velocity is [−2.1vA,−2.1vA].

Figure 2. Magnification in 47di ≤ x≤ 49.5di and 26.5di ≤ y≤ 29di. (a) Current density Jz. (b) Magnetic field Bz. (c) Energy conversion rate J · E′. (d, e) Electron fluid
velocities Vex and Vey. (g, h) Ion fluid velocities Vix and Viy. Purple curves denote magnetic field lines. X letters denote X‐line positions. White arrows denote vector
[Vex,Vey] for (a)–(e) and vector [Vix,Viy] for (g)–(h). (f, i) magnetic field lines at Ωit = 18.88 and 19.0.
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Moving to the X‐line stationary frame, we obtained the outflow (in‐plane speed (Vex
2+Vey

2)1/2) in the right
side of the X line about 18.3vA.

Using the theoretical outflow Vout = 13.7vA, the reconnection electric field is Ez = 0.065B0 = 0.15BmVout/c,
where Bm is defined as Bm = (2B1B2)/(B1+B2) = 1.81B0 (Cassak & Shay, 2007). Using the observed outflow
Vout = 18.3vA, the reconnection electric field becomes Ez = 0.11BmVout/c. Both reconnection rates, 0.15
and 0.11, indicate fast reconnection.

The second cut (line 2 in Figures 3a and 3b) is located 0.25di away in positive x from the X line, passing
through near the highest electron outflow. The vertical dashed line in Figure 3d is the Bx reversal. Along this
cut, Vex changes from negative to positive, and Vey enhances from almost zero to positive. The current
density Jz peaks near the Vex and Vey peaks. The energy conversion rate J · E′ becomes strongly enhanced
in the Vex and Vey jets.

Electron distribution functions show acceleration due to reconnection. Figures 3f and 3g show reduced
distributions (integrated along the out‐of‐plane component in each velocity plane) on line 1, at y = yX

Figure 3. (a) Electron density ne. White arrows denote vector [Vex,Vey]. (b) Electric field Ez. White arrows denote vector [Ex, Ey]. (c–e) Field quantities across
Vertical Lines 1–3, respectively. (f, g) Reduced electron and ion distribution functions at y = yX+0.05di on Line 1 (yX: the X‐line position). (h, i) Reduced distri-
butions at y = 26.8di on Line 3. White dashed lines denote magnetic field direction.
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+0.05di = 27.1di, slightly away from the X line (at the peak of Jz). The left and the right panels show the
distributions in vey‐vez and vex‐vez, respectively, and dashed white lines represent the direction of magnetic
field. The electron distribution (Figure 3f) shows that there are many electrons whose vez < 0, accelerated
by Ez > 0, along the guide field direction. The ion distribution (Figure 3g) shows cold incident ions (the
red blob near viz = 5vA) and hot ions reflected by the shock (green component surrounding the cold ions).
Figures 3h and 3i show distributions on line 3 (cuts are shown in Figure 3e), at x = 49di and y = 26.8di,
which is in the upstream region of this reconnection site. The electron distribution (Figure 3h) is cooler
than the distribution (Figure 3f), and many electrons show positive vez, consistent with the fluid velocity
Vez > 0 in Figure 3e. Comparing Figure 3f (reconnection region) and Figure 3h (upstream region), the
highest parallel speed (parallel to the magnetic field) in Figure 3f is higher than the highest parallel speed
(antiparallel to the magnetic field) in Figure 3h. We conclude that the accelerated electrons (vez < 0) in
Figure 3f are due to the reconnection electric field Ez > 0. While electrons are accelerated due to
reconnection, the ion distribution (Figure 3g) is similar to the distribution (Figure 3i), and we conclude
that ions do not respond to the reconnection there.

When a magnetic island's size is several times di, ion physics becomes important in reconnection sites.
Figures 4a and 4b show time evolution of field lines (black curves) and the ion fluid velocity Viy from
Ωit = 17.97 to 18.75. In the transition region, there are streaks of large positive Viy (red regions), each of
which involves multiple X lines. In the large Viy regions with multiple X lines, the separation between the
X lines is the electron scale (several de). In those strong Viy regions (ion jets), Viy exceeds 10vA, larger than
the local Alfvén speed based on reconnecting magnetic fields and density. Only ion jets with positive Viy

are seen, and there are no negative Viy jets.

Figures 4c and 4d show magnification of the ion‐scale island around x = 50di and y = 44di at Ωit = 18.75.
The vector arrows are for [Vix,Viy] and [Vex,Vey], respectively. There are five X lines below the magnetic
island region (blue and magenta Xs). The ion fluid (Figure 4c) shows a y‐directional flow across the island,
and this jet comes from reconnection regions below this region (magenta X lines), covering the X line right
below the magnetic island (blue X line at x = 49.9di and y = 41.8di), which we will focus on for the analysis
of the reconnection structure associated with this magnetic island. The ion jet thickness is a few di. In
contrast, Figure 4d shows electron jets with Vey > 0 from a few X lines below the magnetic island, and they
exceed the ion jet speed. The electron jet thicknesses are the electron scale. Both ion and electron flows are
super‐Alfvénic (speeds more than 10vA).

Figures 4g and 4h show cuts of field quantities along the horizontal black lines in Figures 4c and 4d, #4 and
#5, at y = 41.825di and y = 42.5di, respectively. Line 4 crosses the blue X line we are focusing on, and the
magnetic field By reverses its sign at y = 49.9di (vertical dashed line), and By near the current sheet edges
(see the negative Jz peak in the third panel) is around 1.2B0 in the left and −3.7B0 in the right. The guide
field is Bz = − 2.4B0 at the X line, the same order of By. The electric field Ez averaged around the X line
(reconnection electric field) is Ez = − 0.027B0. The ion velocity Viy~10vA, while electron velocity Vey has a
peak (12.7vA) in the right side of the X line. The fast ion flow (10vA) is not the result of the reconnection
at the blue X line but due to another physics (either reconnection or instability around the magenta X
lines near y = 38di. Detailed physics is beyond the scope of the paper). The density ne is almost flat across
the current sheet. The energy conversion rate J · E′ > 0 in the current sheet (negative Jz).

Field quantities on Line 5 (Figure 4h), which is about 0.7di away from Line 4, show variations similar to
Figure 4g, but the flow speeds in the right side of the By reversal (vertical dashed line), x > 49.65di, show
noticeable differences from Figure 4g. Both peaks of Vex and Vey in the right side of the By reversal becomes
larger in Figure 4h than those in Figure 4g. Also, for ions, the large Viy region (~9vA) is extended to the right
side of the By reversal in Figure 4h, and Vix in x > 49.65di reaches positive in Figure 4h, compared with
negative Vix in the right side of the X line in Figure 4g. These enhancements of the fluid velocities are due
to reconnection at the X line right below the magnetic island (blue X line).

Since there are large flows near the X line right below the island, let us move to the X‐line stationary frame to
discuss the outflows, using the X‐line velocity [−4.9vA, 2.8vA]. Figures 4e and 4f show the in‐plane flows,
sgn(Vjx)|Vj − xy|, where j = i or e, and |Vj − xy| = (Vjx

2+Vjy
2)1/2 in the X‐line stationary frame. In this frame,

both ions and electrons flow into the X line from the lower left side, and they are ejected to the upper right
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Figure 4. (a, b) Ion fluid velocity Viy at Ωit = 17.97 and 18.75. (c, d) Magnification of an ion‐scale island at Ωit = 18.75. (e, f) In‐plane flow speeds in the
X‐line stationary frame. (g, h) Field quantities along the black Lines 4 and 5 in (c) and (d). (i, j) In‐plane speed in the X‐line stationary frame. (k) Reduced
electron (left) and ion (right) distributions in the outflow and inflow regions (at blue dot and magenta dot, respectively). White dashed lines denote
magnetic field direction.
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side, where the flow speeds become larger than those in the inflow regions (the lower left side of the X line).
Figures 4i and 4j show the cuts of |Vj − xy| in Lines 4 (blue) and 5 (red). The outflow speed increase (compared
with the speed at the X line) for ion is around 1VA and that for electron is around 7VA. These increases are
due to reconnection.

The occurrence of reconnection in a fast background flowwas studied by Liu and Hesse (2016), where only a
one‐sided jet was observed. The situation in this ion‐scale island is similar to that study, but further studies
are required for details.

The reconnection electric field normalized with BmVout/c is 0.081, where Bm = (2B1B2)/(B1+B2) = 1.82B0
(with B1 = 1.21B0 and B2 = 3.68B0) and Vout is the ion outflow speed |Vi − xy| in the X‐line stationary frame
10.3vA. Using the formula by Cassak and Shay (2007), the outflow speed is predicted as Vout = [B1B2(B1+B2)/
(n1B2+n2B1)]

1/2(1/4πmi)
1/2 = 2.18vA (with n1 = 0.87n0 and n2 = 1.12n0), but the observed ion jet speed

(10vA) is almost five times larger, because of the background flow structure. We note that some X‐line
regions show spatially fluctuating Ez patterns because of waves in turbulent plasma, and determining the
reconnection rates requires further studies.

Figure 4k shows distribution functions in the outflow region, at x= 50.3di on Line 5 (top and middle panels),
near the electron jet (blue dot in Figures 4c–4f) and distributions in the inflow region, at x= 49.5di on Line 4
(magenta dot in Figures 4c–4f). These distributions are in the simulation frame. Electrons in the outflow
(top and middle distributions) are accelerated in vey > 0 and vex > 0, compared with the distribution in the
inflow (bottom). The ion distribution in viy‐viz (top right) shows a similarity to Figures 3g and 3i (a core +
ions reflected by the shock), and the distribution in viy‐vix (middle right) shows that some reflected ions
(a yellow blob in viy > 0 and vix < 0) are shifted to the positive vix direction, compared with the inflow
ions (bottom right). This shift of vix causes the ion outflow formation in the X‐line stationary frame.

Some accelerated particles (in Figure 4k as well as in Figure 3f) are moving faster than the fluid velocities,
and once they are ejected from reconnection sites, they may be injected into other acceleration mechanisms
in the shock.

3. Conclusion

We have investigated a quasi‐parallel shock (shock angle 25°) by a 2‐D local PIC simulation and demon-
strated reconnection in shock turbulence. Current sheets form in the transition and downstream regions,
and ion‐scale and electron‐scale magnetic islands coexist. In the transition region, the out‐of‐plane magnetic
field is generated due to the Hall effect, and guide field reconnection occurs. In electron‐scale island regions,
reconnection with only electron jets has been identified, whose thickness is of the order of a few de. Ions
constitute background flows in those regions. A reconnection rate 0.1–0.2 is observed, based on the
asymmetric reconnection model with only electron physics. The quadrupolar out‐of‐plane magnetic field
forms due to electron flows. In ion‐scale island regions, reconnection involves both ions and electrons, in
super‐Alfvénic flows in the shock. The ion jet thickness is a few di, and the reconnection rate around 0.1
is observed. In those electron‐scale and ion‐scale island regions, distribution functions show acceleration
signatures due to the reconnection electric field.
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